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In this study, the effect of Ag or Sb addition on the thermoelectric properties of PbTe including the
Seebeck coefficient, the electrical resistivity, and the thermal conductivity, was studied in the
temperature range from 323 to 723 K. The major carriers in the Ag-doped and the Sb-doped PbTe
are holes and electrons, respectively. A degenerate semiconductor behavior in the electrical transport
properties was observed in the Ag-doped, whereas the semi-metallic in the Sb-doped. It was
suggested from the results of the Hall effect measurement and the Seebeck coefficient that the
effective mass was significantly altered by the Sb-doping. The maximum dimensionless figure of
merit, ZT, of Pb1−xAgxTe and Pb1−xSbxTe �x=0.1� alloys showed 0.27 and 0.62 at 723 K,
respectively. Based on the analysis of the Seebeck coefficient of the Ag or the Sb-doped PbTe, the
interaction between Ag and Sb in PbTe, as expected in the AgPbmSbTem+2 �LAST-m�, may be
supposed. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3517088�

I. INTRODUCTION

Thermoelectric devices have attracted much interest be-
cause they can generate electrical power from temperature
difference which can be easily obtained from the waste heat
sources.1,2 The efficiencies of thermoelectric power genera-
tion as well as thermoelectric refrigeration in thermoelectric
devices can be described in terms of the dimensionless figure
of merit �ZT� which can be expressed as, ZT=S2T /�� where
S is the Seebeck coefficient, � is the electrical resistivity, � is
the thermal conductivity, and T is the absolute temperature.1

Thus the good thermoelectric performance requires a large
value for S and small value for � and �.

Among the developed many thermoelectric materials,
lead telluride �PbTe� has been presented as a highly attractive
thermoelectric material. PbTe and its alloys have optimum
thermoelectric materials at the temperature of approximately
700 K.3 Concentrated research has been performed to im-
prove the thermoelectric performance of the PbTe alloys;
such research was based on the substitution and addition of
other elements for the modification of the thermal conductiv-
ity and the carrier concentration of the PbTe alloys.4–7 Hsu et
al.8 have recently reported that the AgPbmSbTem+2

�LAST-m, m=10, and m=18� alloys showed n-type proper-
ties and the outstanding ZT=2.2 at 800 K, which was highest
than any other results in previous PbTe research. In addition,
Zhou et al.9 reported that the off-stoichiometric LAST-18
alloys showed ZT=1.5 at 700 K. Notwithstanding these pre-
vious outstanding results, the effects of Ag and Sb co-doping
on the thermoelectric properties for the PbTe alloys were
unclear.

To understand the effect of the co-doping, the investiga-
tion of the role of single element doping of Ag or Sb on the
thermoelectric properties of PbTe may be helpful. In this

work, a comprehensive investigation of the Pb1−xAgxTe and
the Pb1−xSbxTe alloys �x=0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08, and 0.1� on
the thermoelectric properties was performed in the tempera-
ture range from 323 to 723 K. Several works on the thermo-
electric properties of the Ag or the Sb-doped PbTe exist
already.10–13 However they couldn’t be compared with the
thermoelectric properties of the LAST-m alloys because the
thermoelectric properties of LAST-m is highly dependent of
the fabrication condition and procedure.14–16 To investigate
more systematically, we may need to perform same fabrica-
tion procedure used in the LAST-m alloys. Thus, we fol-
lowed identical procedure used in our previous work on the
LAST-m compounds.17 In addition to the microstructure, the
thermoelectric properties including the Seebeck coefficient,
the electrical resistivity, and the thermal conductivity were
investigated at elevated temperatures. The effect of the co-
doping on the thermoelectric properties was also discussed.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The fabrication procedures used in Ref. 17 were fol-
lowed here to compare the results. The samples with the
nominal composition of the Pb1−xAgxTe and the Pb1−xSbxTe
alloys �x=0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08, and 0.1� were prepared.
Raw elements of Pb, Te, Ag, and Sb were cleaned with
HNO3, HCl, acetone, and ethanol in series for 10 min via
ultrasonic cleaning. The weighed elements were inserted into
the quartz tube and evacuated to 10−5 Torr. After inserting
Ar gas, the tubes were sealed to prevent oxidation during the
melting process. The sealed quartz tube including the raw
elements was placed in a rocking furnace at 1223 K during
10 h and then cooled in the rocking furnace. The obtained
alloys were cut into rectangular pieces �3�3�10 mm3� for
the thermoelectric measurement and cylinder pieces �12.7
mm in diameter and 1 mm in thickness� for the thermal
diffusivity measurement.a�Electronic mail: minwookoh@keri.re.kr.
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The analysis of the phase of the Pb1−xAgxTe and the
Pb1−xSbxTe ternary alloys were carried out using x-ray dif-
fraction ��XRD� Rigaku D/max-rc�12kw�� with Cu K�. The
analysis of the morphology and the element composition of
the Pb1−xAgxTe and the Pb1−xSbxTe alloys were carried out
using scanning electron microscopy �SEM, Hitachi S-4800�.
The densities of the melted alloys were measured by the
Archimedes method. A differential scanning calorimeter
�NETZSCH, DSC 404C� was used for the measurement of
the heat capacity. The thermoelectric properties were ana-
lyzed by ZEM-3 �ULVAC-RIKO, Japan� for the measure-
ment of the Seebeck coefficient and the electrical resistivity.
The thermal conductivity of the Pb1−xAgxTe and the
Pb1−xSbxTe alloys was calculated from the results of the den-
sity �d�, the heat capacity �CP�, and the thermal diffusivity
���, using this equation: �=�CPd. Thermal diffusivity was
measured by the laser flash method �NETZSCH, LFA-457�.
The Hall effect measurements was conducted in a magnet of
0.55 T for analysis of the carrier concentration and mobility.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the patterns of the XRD for Pb1−xAgxTe
and Pb1−xSbxTe. The major phases are the poly crystalline
PbTe compound in a NaCl structure. The measured density
values of all samples are approximately 8.1 g /cm3, which is
well above 95% of the theoretical density. The relative den-
sities of the ternary compounds are similar with those of the
LAST-m compounds fabricated with the same procedure.17

The second phases are apparently observed in both
Pb1−xAgxTe and Pb1−xSbxTe alloys at a higher content of the
dopants. The second phases are identified as Ag5Te3 and
Sb2Te3 in Pb1−xAgxTe and Pb1−xSbxTe, respectively. The lat-
tice parameters of Pb1−xAgxTe and Pb1−xSbxTe are calcu-
lated and plotted in Fig. 2 as a function of the composition.
Because the ionic radii of Ag ��1.60 Å� and Sb
��1.45 Å� are smaller than that of Pb ��1.80 Å�, the lattice
parameters of the doped samples are reduced. Moreover the
lattice parameters of the Sb-doped samples are smaller than
those of the Ag-doped, because the ionic radius of Sb is
smaller than that of Ag. The reduction in the lattice param-
eters in both samples means that the doping elements are
substituted for Pb. If Sb or Ag is fully substituted for Pb in
the whole composition range, the lattice parameters should
be monotonically decreased with increasing the composition,
according to Vegard’s law. However it is hard to say the
parameters are changed as mentioned before, which may im-
ply the dopant elements are not substituted for Pb in the
whole composition range but in the small composition range.
The solubility limit of Sb in PbTe seems to be larger than
that of Ag, because the variation in the lattice parameters
with the composition is limited in the Ag-doped compounds.
It is known that the solubility limit of Ag and Sb for PbTe are
about x=0.006–0.007 and 0.02 in Pb1−xMxTe, respectively,
which supports the observation here.18–20

Figure 3 shows the SEM images of the Pb1−xAgxTe and
the Pb1−xSbxTe �x=0.02 and 0.1� alloys. The second phases
of Ag5Te3 are observed in all composition of Pb1−xAgxTe
�0.02�x�0.1� and Sb2Te3 are also placed in all

Pb1−xSbxTe. It may be concluded that the second phases are
not observed in the XRD analysis due to its small volume
fraction. The energy dispersive x-ray spectrum analysis is
shown in Table I. It is hard to detect Sb and Ag in the matrix

FIG. 1. �Color online� XRD patterns of �a� the Pb1−xSbxTe and �b� the
Pb1−xAgxTe �x=0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08, and 0.1� alloys. Reference data �PDF
No. 78-1904� for cubic PbTe is included.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Lattice parameters of Pb1−xMxTe �M: Ag or Sb� as a
function of composition.
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due to small amounts of the elements. The composition of
the second phase is hard to determine because the spectrum
is disturbed by the matrix. The composition ratio of Pb to Te
in the matrix is almost sustained in the Ag-doped compound,
while decreased in the Sb-doped. This means that Sb is more
soluble in PbTe than Ag, which is in accordance with the
results of the lattice parameters. Based on the results of the
microstructures, the chemical composition analysis, and the
lattice parameters, it is concluded that the small amount of
Ag or Sb, less than roughly x=0.02 in Pb1−xMxTe �M=Ag or
Sb�, is substituted for Pb and the remained elements form the
second phases. It is also noteworthy that most of Ag5Te3 is
observed in the grain boundaries, whereas it is hard to con-
clude that most of Sb2Te3 is also in the grain boundaries.
This can be understood based on the discrepancy in a solidi-
fication process between Pb1−xAgxTe and Pb1−xSbxTe. Re-
searches on the solidification process of the Sb-doped PbTe
suggest that Sb2Te3 is formed from the eutectic reaction,
liquid→PbTe+Sb2Te3, or the eutectoid reaction,
Pb2Sb6Te11→PbTe+Sb2Te3.21,22 From the these reaction,
Sb2Te3 can be shaped in the forms of the lamellar, rod-like,
globular, or acicular structure, which is depending on the
feature of nucleation and growth.21–23 However, Ag5Te3 is

formed by the peritectic reaction, liquid+Ag2Te→Ag5Te3,
where the liquid is interfacing with PbTe and Ag5Te3 is
nucleated from Ag2Te in the liquid.24 Thus Ag5Te3 is placed
in the grain boundaries whereas Sb2Te3 is placed in the ma-
trix.

Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of the See-
beck coefficient of the Pb1−xAgxTe and the Pb1−xSbxTe al-
loys. The Seebeck coefficient for the Ag-doped and the Sb-
doped alloys shows the positive and the negative values,
respectively, which mean that the major carriers of the Ag-
doped alloys are holes, whereas those of the Sb-doped alloys
are electrons. The n-type donor behavior by addition of Sb is
consistent with the previous studies.13 It is thought that Sb3+

substitute for Pb2+ in PbTe, and then a electron is produced,
resulting n-type doping. This can be also adapted to the com-
pound here, even though the second phase of Sb2Te3 exists.
Because the Seebeck coefficient of Sb2Te3 is generally
positive,25 the negative Seebeck coefficient should come
from the matrix PbTe. Moreover, Sb can be soluble in PbTe
with small amount.13 Thus it is concluded that some amount
of Sb substitute for Pb, resulting in n-type doping, and the
excess Sb is precipitated as the form of Sb2Te3, which is in
accordance with the results of the lattice parameters and
SEM. The p-type behavior of the Ag-doped samples can be

FIG. 3. SEM images of the Pb1−xAgxTe ��a� and �b�� and the Pb1−xSbxTe
��c� and �d�� alloys. Images of �a� and �c� are for x=0.02, while �b� and �d�
are for x=0.1.

TABLE I. Chemical composition, carrier concentration, and mobility for Pb1−xMxTe �M=Ag or Sb�.

Composition

Chemical composition
�at. %�

Carrier concentration
�1018 cm−3�

Mobility
�cm2 /V s�Pb Te Pb/Te

Pb0.98Ag0.02Te 47.3 52.7 0.896 1.66 523
Pb0.96Ag0.04Te 47.3 52.7 0.896 1.37 465
Pb0.94Ag0.06Te 47.2 52.8 0.895 1.49 381
Pb0.92Ag0.08Te 47.1 52.9 0.891 1.27 287
Pb0.90Ag0.10Te 47.2 52.8 0.892 1.25 262
Pb0.98Sb0.02Te 47.8 52.2 0.914 2.67 2955
Pb0.96Sb0.04Te 47.2 52.8 0.895 8.47 841
Pb0.94Sb0.06Te 47.1 52.9 0.892 29.9 548
Pb0.92Sb0.08Te 46.5 53.5 0.868 171 110
Pb0.90Sb0.10Te 46.0 54.0 0.850 148 106

FIG. 4. �Color online� Temperature dependence of the Seebeck coefficient
for the Pb1−xAgxTe and the Pb1−xSbxTe alloys.
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understood in a similar manner. It is known that the small
amount of Ag can be soluble in PbTe, which is confirmed
here by the results of the lattice parameters.18,19 Thus, it is
understood that Ag1+ substitute for Pb2+ and then a hole is
produced, which in turns means p-type doping.4,10–12 Ag5Te3

is usually described as Ag5−xTe3 and shows p-type transport
behavior.26 Thus both p-type elements of matrix and second
phase may result in p-type transport for the Ag-doped
samples, while it seems that the effect of the matrix phase is
dominant than that of the second phase.

The carrier concentration and the mobility are estimated
from the Hall coefficient measurement. The results are
shown in Table I. Under the assumption of single-band con-
duction and a parabolic band model, the carrier concentration
at room temperature is obtained from the Hall coefficient
using the equation RH=1 /ne, where RH is the Hall coeffi-
cient and n is the carrier concentration. The mobility can be
calculated from the carrier concentration and the electrical
resistivity. The values of the carrier concentration for the
Sb-doped samples are considerably increased as the amount
of the dopant is increased, whereas those of the Ag-doped are
limitedly varied. However, the mobility is decreased with the
dopant in both dopants. As mentioned in the result of the
Seebeck coefficient, the doping effect of Sb on total Seebeck
coefficient is dominant than that of the second phase. It is
noteworthy that the Seebeck coefficient is largely dependent
on the carrier concentration. Thus it may be concluded that
the carrier concentration of the Sb-doped is increased due to
the Sb-doping where Sb is substituted for Pb. Contrasting
with the Sb-doping, it seems that the carrier concentration of
the Ag-doped samples is little determined by the substitution
of Ag for Pb. It is noteworthy that the solubility limit of Sb
in PbTe is relatively larger than that of Ag, as mentioned
previously. Thus the discrepancy in the dependence of the
carrier concentration on the composition between the Sb-
doped and the Ag-doped may be attributed to difference of
the solubility limit. The decrease in the mobility may be
attributed to the dopant scattering and the phase boundary
scattering.

The temperature dependence of the Seebeck coefficient
for the Sb-doped samples is of the semi-metallic behaviors,
where the absolute value of the Seebeck coefficient is in-
creased as the temperature increases, whereas that for the
Ag-doped is of the degenerate semiconductor. The Seebeck
coefficient for metals or degenerate semiconductors with the
assumption of the parabolic band and the energy-
independent scattering can be expressed as:1

S =
8�2kB

2T

3qh2 m�� �

3n
�2/3

, �1�

where kB is the Boltzmann’s constant, q is the carrier charge,
h is the Plank’s constant, and m� is the effective mass of the
carrier. It should be noted that Eq. �1� shows the Seebeck
coefficient is highly dependent on the carrier concentration
and decreased with the increasing the carrier concentration.
The variation in the carrier concentration in the Ag-doped is
relatively small, resulting in the negligible change in the See-
beck coefficient. However, the measured values of the See-
beck coefficient in the Sb-doped samples are almost un-

changed as the carrier concentration significantly increases.
In order to understand this peculiar behavior, the change in
the effective mass with the Sb-doping may be considered. It
is seen from Eq. �1� that as the amount of the Sb-doping is
increased, the effective mass should be increased to maintain
the Seebeck coefficient. From the measured carrier concen-
tration and the Seebeck coefficient, the effective mass is es-
timated, which leads the value of m� for Pb0.90Sb0.10Te is
larger about by a factor of 14.5 than that of Pb0.98Sb0.02Te.
The increase in the effective mass means that the band struc-
ture near the conduction band minimum is significantly al-
tered by doping, which is supported by the first-principles
calculations.27 The calculation shows that the Sb-doping in
PbTe introduces the resonant states near the conduction band
minimum.27 The increase in the effective mass due to the
resonant state near band edge is also observed in the Tl-
doped PbTe.6,27 In Tl–PbTe, the resonant states in the valence
band edge are theoretically expected and confirmed
experimentally.6,27 As a result, the carrier concentration de-
pendence of the Seebeck coefficient in Tl–PbTe does not
follow Eq. �1� and the Seebeck coefficient is relatively
enhanced.6 To be similar with Tl–PbTe, it seems that the
Seebeck coefficient of the Sb-doped samples may be consid-
erably affected by the change in the effective mass.

Figure 5 shows the values of the electrical resistivity for
Pb1−xAgxTe and Pb1−xSbxTe as a function of temperature.
The electrical resistivity of the Pb1−xAgxTe alloys is in-
creased from 323 to 523 K and then decreased after 523 K.
This behavior of the electrical resistivity for the Pb1−xAgxTe
alloys corresponds to that of the degenerate semiconductor.
The temperature dependence of the Seebeck coefficient for
Pb1−xAgxTe can be also understood as the behavior of the
degenerate semiconductor. On the other hand, the electrical
resistivity for the Pb1−xSbxTe alloys is increased in all tem-
perature range, which is described as the semi-metallic char-
acteristics. The results of the Seebeck coefficient for the Sb-
doped samples confirm the same characteristics.

The temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity
for the Pb1−xAgxTe and Pb1−xSbxTe alloys is shown in Fig.
6. The values of the heat capacity applied here for the

FIG. 5. �Color online� Temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity
for the Pb1−xAgxTe and the Pb1−xSbxTe alloys.
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samples are ranging from 0.15 to 0.17 J/g K in the tempera-
ture range of room temperature to 723 K and are limitedly
varied with respect to the composition. The values of the
thermal conductivity for the Pb1−xAgxTe alloys are about
1.8–1.6 W/mK at 323 K and decrease with increasing tem-
perature, reaching about 1.6–1.3 W/mK at 723 K. On the
other hand, the values of the thermal conductivity for the
Pb1−xSbxTe alloys are about 4.1–3.0 W/mK at 323 K and
decrease at elevated temperature, reaching about 2.2–1.8
W/mK at 723 K. The values of the thermal conductivity of
the Ag-doped samples are lower than those of the Sb-doped
samples. The reason for the lower thermal conductivity in the
Ag-doped may be attributed to the higher electrical resistiv-
ity of the Ag-doped. The electrical contribution to the total
thermal conductivity ��e� is usually calculated with
Wiedemann–Frantz law, �e=�LT, where L is the Lorentz
number whose value is dependent the scattering mechanism,
the concentration of electrons and holes, and so on.28 The
values of �e for the Ag-doped samples are approximately
below 0.1 W/mK in the whole temperature range, whereas
those of the Sb-doped are ranged from 0.5 to 2.3 W/mK.
This is attributed to the lower electrical resistivity of the
Sb-doped than that of the Ag-doped. The lattice thermal con-
ductivity can be evaluated from the equation, �ph=�−�e,
where �ph is the lattice thermal conductivity and � is the
measured total thermal conductivity. The temperature depen-
dence of the lattice thermal conductivity is shown in Fig. 7,
in which the value of L=2.45�10−8 V2 /K2 is applied for
the estimation of �e. The lattice thermal conductivity of the
Ag-doped is little varied with the composition, whereas that
of the Sb-doped is highly dependent on the amount of Sb.
This may be related with the dopant scattering and the solu-
bility limit of Ag and Sb in PbTe.

The temperature dependence of the ZT value is shown in
Fig. 8. The ZT value for Pb1−xAgxTe and Pb1−xSbxTe is in-
creased as the temperature is increased. The maximum ZT
value of the Pb1−xSbxTe alloys shows 0.62 for x=0.1 at 723
K, which is mainly due to the low resistivity. The ZT value

of the Pb1−xAgxTe alloys is about 0.1–0.2 at elevating tem-
perature, which is due to the large electrical resistivity.

The thermoelectric properties of the Ag-doped and the
Sb-doped PbTe compounds can be used to understand the
thermoelectric properties of the LAST-m compounds. Espe-
cially, we’re supposed to concentrate on the LAST-18 com-
pound which is known as showing the best thermoelectric
performance. It should be notable that the formula unit of
LAST-18 is identical with the sum of Pb0.9Ag0.1Te and
Pb0.9Sb0.1Te. If the effect of interaction between Ag and Sb is
negligible on the thermoelectric properties, the thermoelec-
tric properties of the LAST-18 would be equal to or similar
with summed properties of Pb0.9Ag0.1Te and Pb0.9Sb0.1Te.
We would like to call these properties here as the properties
of the pseudo LAST-18. We would like to point the Seebeck
coefficient out here, because the Seebeck coefficient is less
affected by scattering than the other properties, especially at
elevated temperature. Based on this behavior of the Seebeck
coefficient, the value of the Seebeck coefficient can be often
obtained from the electronic structure calculation and the re-
sults are quite well agreement with those of the
experimental.29 Thus we may have little considering on any
interfacial problems raised when two systems are merged
into a single system. When the contributions from the inde-
pendent component to the total Seebeck coefficient �Stot� are
existed, the total Seebeck coefficient can be described as
following,

FIG. 6. �Color online� Temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity
for the Pb1−xAgxTe and the Pb1−xSbxTe alloys.

FIG. 7. �Color online� Temperature dependence of the lattice thermal con-
ductivity for the Pb1−xAgxTe and the Pb1−xSbxTe alloys.

FIG. 8. �Color online� Temperature dependence of the ZT value for the
Pb1−xAgxTe and the Pb1−xSbxTe alloys.
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Stot =
	i�iSi

	i�i
, �2�

where �i and Si is the electrical conductivity and the Seebeck
coefficient of the i component, respectively.25 The calculated
Stot is plotted in Fig. 9 as a function of temperature. The
experimental values are also introduced in Fig. 9. The ex-
perimental values refer to Ref. 17 where LAST-18 was fab-
ricated with the same procedure used here. The absolute val-
ues of the Seebeck coefficient estimated with the values of
the pseudo LAST-18 is much smaller than those of the ex-
perimental LAST-18. To explain this discrepancy, we may
consider several possibilities such as the real amount of Ag
and Sb in the Pb-sites in LAST-18, the presence of nanodots
of the Ag-Sb compound, and the interaction between Ag and
Sb in PbTe. When the amount of Ag in the Pb-sites is differ
from that of Sb, the estimation of the Seebeck coefficient
using the values of Pb0.9Ag0.1Te and Pb0.9Sb0.1Te should not
be in accordance with that of LAST-18. Thus we may obtain
Stot with another combination between Pb1−xAgxTe and
Pb1−xSbxTe. However the increment of Stot could not be
achievable, because the Seebeck coefficient of the Ag-doped
is positive and the absolute value of the Sb-doped is not
larger than that of LAST-18. Thus it seems hard to say that
the discrepancy is attributed the compositional variation.
Even though the nanodots are clearly observed in several
experiments for LAST-18 and known for reducing the ther-
mal conductivity, the effect of the nanodots on the Seebeck
coefficient is not clear.8,9,15,16 On the other hand, the interac-
tion of Ag and Sb is not easy to envisage. One expectation is
found in the results of the first-principles calculation in
which it was concluded that the distance between Ag and Sb
in the PbTe lattice would be small.30 However, the estimation
using Eq. �2� implies that Ag and Sb are far from each other
so that no interaction of Ag and Sb exists. Hence the discrep-
ancy may be one of the indirect evidence that supports Ag
and Sb are closely located in LAST-18 and interacting with
each other. The interaction of Ag-Sb may be also supported
by the results of the lattice parameters. The lattice parameters
of LAST-m are decreased with increasing the amount of Ag
and Sb, which means Ag and Sb are substitute for Pb. More-
over the nominal composition of LAST-m �10�m�18�

contains more Ag and Sb than the ternary system here. Even
though the nanodots are presented in LAST-m, the results of
the lattice parameters indicate that solubility of Ag and Sb in
LAST-m is larger than that in the ternary system. Thus it
seems that the interaction of Ag–Sb increases the solubility
of Ag and Sb in PbTe and results in the enhanced thermo-
electric properties. To sum up, the result of the Ag-doped and
the Sb-doped may be one of supporting evidence that Ag and
Sb do not separately contributed to the thermoelectric prop-
erties of LAST-18 but cooperate to enhance the thermoelec-
tric properties of LAST-m.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The polycrystalline Pb1−xAgxTe and Pb1−xSbxTe alloys
were prepared by using a conventional melting method using
a rocking furnace. The transport properties such as the See-
beck coefficient and the electrical conductivity for the
Pb1−xSbxTe alloys exhibited the semi-metallic behavior with
the n-type carriers. On the other hand, the transport proper-
ties for the Pb1−xAgxTe alloys showed the degenerate semi-
conductor behavior with the p-type carriers. The solubility
limits of Sb and Ag in PbTe are estimated with the lattice
parameters and the change in the carrier concentration. The
change in the band structure near the conduction band edge
is suggested by the carrier concentration dependence of the
Seebeck coefficient, which leads the variation in the effective
mass of the carrier. The highest ZT values for Pb1−xSbxTe
and Pb1−xAgxTe were observed in x=0.1 for both com-
pounds and reached 0.62 and 0.27 at 723 K, respectively.
The larger ZT in the Sb-doped is mainly due to the lower
electrical resistivity. The estimation of the Seebeck coeffi-
cient for the pseudo LAST-18 may support the evidence of
the interaction between Ag and Sb in the LAST-18 com-
pounds.
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